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SUMMARY

Unidirectional zippering is a key step in neural
tube closure that remains poorly understood. Here,
we combine experimental and computational ap-
proaches to identify the mechanism for zippering in
a basal chordate, Ciona intestinalis. We show that
myosin II is activated sequentially from posterior to
anterior along the neural/epidermal (Ne/Epi) bound-
ary just aheadof the advancing zipper. This promotes
rapid shortening of Ne/Epi junctions, driving the
zipper forward and drawing the neural folds together.
Cell contact rearrangements (Ne/Epi + Ne/Epi/Ne/
Ne+Epi/Epi) just behind the zipper lower tissue resis-
tance to zipper progression by allowing transiently
stretched cells to detach and relax toward isodia-
metric shapes. Computer simulations show that
measured differences in junction tension, timing of
primary contractions, and delay before cell detach-
ment are sufficient to explain the speed and direction
of zipper progression and highlight key advantages
of a sequential contraction mechanism for robust
efficient zippering.

INTRODUCTION

Neurulation is one of the defining events of chordate morpho-

genesis, in which the neural tube forms and separates from a

surface epidermis to form the rudiment of the future nervous sys-

tem. Failures in neurulation are a leading cause of birth defects in

humans, affecting more than 1 in 1,000 pregnancies in human

populations (reviewed in Copp et al., 2013; Wallingford et al.,

2013). Molecular and genetic approaches have identified a

growing list of genes whose disruption leads to defects in neural

tube closure (Copp and Greene, 2010). However, it remains a

fundamental challenge to understand the origin of forces that

drive neurulation, how these forces are patterned in space and

time, and how they are integrated to orchestrate robust forma-

tion and closure of the neural tube.

Studies across chordates have identified three largely

conserved steps that transform an initially flat neuroectodermal

sheet called the neural plate into a closed and elongated neural

tube (reviewed in Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990;Wallingford et al.,

2013; Yamaguchi and Miura, 2013). The neural plate first bends

about medial and lateral hinge points to form a furrow with

elevated neural folds bordering the lateral neuroectoderm. The

neural primordium then converges medially and extends axially,

bringing the neural folds closer to the presumptive midline.

Finally, the neural folds meet, fuse, and remodel at the midline

to separate a closed neural tube from a continuous overlying

epidermis. This last step initiates at one or more specific posi-

tions and then proceeds in a directional manner and has thus

been referred to as neural tube zippering (herein, ‘‘zippering’’)

(Nicol and Meinertzhagen, 1988a, 1988b; Jaskoll et al., 1991;

Pyrgaki et al., 2010; Yamaguchi et al., 2011; Massarwa and Nis-

wander, 2013; reviewed in Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001).

The first two steps in neurulation have been extensively stud-

ied, and their molecular, cellular, and mechanical bases are

increasingly well understood. The initial invagination is driven

largely by actomyosin-dependent apical constriction, which is

controlled in space and time by a number of key regulators

including members of the Shroom family and the planar cell po-

larity pathway (Hildebrand and Soriano, 1999; Wallingford and

Harland, 2002; Haigo et al., 2003; Hildebrand, 2005; Nishimura

and Takeichi, 2008; Nishimura et al., 2012). Convergence and

extension of the neural primordium are driven by a mixture of

cellular behaviors, including oriented cell divisions (Sausedo

et al., 1997), mediolateral intercalation driven by polarized cell

crawling (reviewed in Wallingford et al., 2002), and active short-

ening of apical cell-cell junctions (Nishimura et al., 2012). The

relative contributions of these behaviors vary regionally within

the same embryo and across chordates. In addition to forces

generated within the neural tube, extrinsic forces generated

within the nonneural ectoderm may also contribute to pushing

the neural folds together (Alvarez and Schoenwolf, 1992; Morita

et al., 2012).

In contrast, neural tube zippering has received less attention.

Most work to date has focused on how fusion and separation

of neural and epidermal tissues might occur through dynamic

modulation of junctional signaling, cell-cell adhesion, and

local cell death (Yamaguchi et al., 2011; reviewed in Ray and
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Niswander, 2012; Yamaguchi and Miura, 2013). Previous

studies have implicated a variety of molecular players in these

processes, including cadherins (Hatta and Takeichi, 1986; Bron-

ner-Fraser et al., 1992), ephrin/Eph signaling (Holmberg

et al., 2000), and protease-activated receptor kinase signaling

(Camerer et al., 2010; reviewed in Pai et al., 2012; Ray and Nis-

wander, 2012). However, the underlying cell biology is poorly

understood, and it remains largely unclear what forces drive zip-

pering, what makes it directional and governs its speed, and to

what extent zippering contributes mechanically to neural tube

closure. Recent live imaging studies in mouse embryos have

begun to address these questions by documenting cell shape

changes and local motile behaviors that correlate with zippering

(Pyrgaki et al., 2010; Yamaguchi et al., 2011; Massarwa and Nis-

wander, 2013), but these have yet to be fit into a mechanistic

view of zipper progression.

Ascidians provide an opportunity to investigate zippering and

neural tube closure in a simple and experimentally tractable em-

bryonic context. Like many vertebrates, ascidians form a neural

tube through the invagination of an initially flat epithelium, fol-

lowedbyconvergent extension and then fusion of the neural folds

(zippering) in a posterior-to-anterior progression (Nicol and Mei-

nertzhagen, 1988a, 1988b). However, unlike higher vertebrates,

they do so in less than 2 hr, with �40 neural cells, in embryos

with invariant lineages (Nishida 1987; Nicol and Meinertzhagen,

1988a, 1988b) and highly stereotyped early development, whose

small size and optical clarity make them amenable to physical

manipulation and computer simulation (Sherrard et al., 2010).

Here, we combine quantitative microscopy with physical, mo-

lecular genetic, and pharmacological manipulations and com-

puter simulations to identify the cytomechanical basis for zipper-

ing and neural tube closure in the ascidian Ciona intestinalis. We

show that zippering provides an essential driving force for neural

tube closure and that it is powered by a repeated cycle of apical

junction contraction and exchange that sweeps from posterior

to anterior along the neural/epidermal (Ne/Epi) boundary. Rho

kinase (ROCK)-dependent myosin activation drives rapid junc-

tional shortening just ahead of the zipper; dynamic rearrange-

ment of apical junctions (Ne/Epi + Ne/Epi / Ne/Ne + Epi/Epi)

at/behind the zipper allows cells stretched by the advancing

zipper to detach and relax. This creates a dynamic imbalance

of anterior versus posterior tissue resistance that converts a local

increase in contractile tension just ahead of the zipper into asym-

metrical junctional shortening and unidirectional zipper progres-

sion. Computer simulations confirm the sufficiency of this mech-

anism to explain the observed kinematics of zipper progression,

reveal key determinants of zippering speed, and highlight the ad-

vantages of sequential contraction for efficient closure. We sug-

gest that similar mechanisms may govern zippering and neural

tube closure in higher vertebrates, including humans.

RESULTS

We begin with a brief overview and timeline of ascidian neurula-

tion (Figure 1;Movie S1 available online). Just before neurulation,

the neural plate is a flat monolayer sheet containing �40 cells

(Nicol and Meinertzhagen, 1988a). The posterior neural plate

(blue in Figure 1B) gives rise to the axial nerve cord, while

the anterior neural plate (green in Figure 1B) gives rise to the

sensory vesicle. The posterior neural plate first invaginates

in a posterior-to-anterior wave (Nicol and Meinertzhagen,

1988b; Movie S1), then closes though posterior-to-anterior zip-

pering to form an elongated tube (Figure 1D). In contrast, the

anterior neural plate invaginates with radial symmetry to form a

shallow cup (Figure 1C), which then closes symmetrically to

form a spherical cyst.

Zippering Provides an Essential Driving Force for Neural
Tube Closure
In this study, we focused on zippering and closure of the poste-

rior neural tube. In initial time-lapse observations, we observed a

tight correlation between zipper progression and movement of

neural folds toward themidline (Figure 1B;Movie S1), suggesting

that zippering might provide an essential driving force for neural

tube closure. To test this, we cut embryos into anterior and pos-

terior halves just before the initiation of zippering (Figures 2A, 2C,

and 2E) and then analyzed the behaviors of the cut halves relative

to similarly staged controls. Confocal analysis of anterior half-

embryos fixed at stage 18 (Hotta et al., 2007), when zippering

was complete in control embryos, showed a complete failure

to close the neural tube in 17/20 cases (Figures 2B and 2D).

Time-lapse analysis of the anterior half-embryos showed that

invagination progressed normally anterior to the cut, but the neu-

ral folds failed to approach the midline, and the neural tube re-

mained open well after the neural tube had closed in wild-type

embryos (Figures 2B0 and 2D0; Movie S2). In contrast, 20/22

of posterior half-embryos completed neural tube closure up to

the anterior cut point (Figures 2E and 2F); cross-sectional views

revealed a normally structured neural tube (compare Figures 2B00

and 2F0), and time-lapse analysis showed that this occurred by

zippering at a normal speed relative to controls (Movie S2). We

conclude that invagination of the neural plate and zipper pro-

gression are separable processes, but zipper progression is

absolutely required for neural tube closure.

A Characteristic Sequence of Local Cell Behaviors
Accompanies Zipper Progression
To identify cell behaviors that underlie zippering, we performed

quantitative time-lapse analysis of embryos expressing the

tight junction marker ZO1-3xGFP under control of the neural

and epidermal-specific promoter pFOG, which expresses in all

epidermal cells and in lateral neural plate cells just adjacent to

the epidermis (Pasini et al., 2006). ZO1-3xGFP labels punctate

structures along all cell-cell junctions just below the apical sur-

face, allowing us to assess junctional deformations in relation

to zipper progression with subcellular resolution (Movie S3).

Strikingly, we found that zipper progression was correlated

with the rapid and sequential shortening of individual junctions

along the Ne/Epi boundary proceeding from posterior to anterior

just ahead of the advancing zipper (solid color lines in Figure 3A;

Movie S3). This pattern was readily apparent in individual em-

bryos. Junctions just ahead of the zipper (herein, ‘‘primary junc-

tions’’) shortened in an all-or-none fashion at an average speed

of 0.032 ± 0.012 mm/s and usually (but not always) proceeded

to completion before the next junction (herein, ‘‘secondary junc-

tions’’) began to shorten, with an average delay of 504 ± 324 s

between the initiation of consecutive contractions (Figures 3B

and S3C). Rapid contractions of primary junctions were
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sometimes accompanied by stretching of their anterior neigh-

bors (left arrow in Figure 3B); occasionally, primary and second-

ary junctions contracted together (right arrow in Figure 3B). Mea-

surements of average junctional shortening speed as a function

of junction position relative to the zipper are consistent with

these observations (Figure 3C): On average, only primary junc-

tions underwent significant shortening, while secondary junc-

tions shortened slightly, reflecting the balance of mild stretching

and occasional shortening observed on individual junctions.

During primary junctional shortening events, the zipper moved

forward by an average of 126% ± 38% of the original junction

length, projected onto the antero-posterior (AP) axis (Figure 3D),

but remained close to the midline, such that the anterior end of

each junction moved to the midline as the junction shortened.

We also observed a characteristic sequence of cell shape

changes behind the zipper (Figure 3A; Movie S3). As newly met

Ne/Epi cells exchange junctions, they remain connected to the

zipper by cellular tethers and their apices become progressively

stretched along the AP axis as the zipper advances past them.

Completion of junctional exchange could be detected as a rapid
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Figure 1. Neural Tube Closure Proceeds

by a Combination of Ectoderm Invagination

and Zippering

(A) Animal and vegetal views of the 118-cell

(early gastrula) stage showing presumptive tissue

domains: yellow = endoderm; orange =mesoderm;

blue = nerve cord; green = brain; light blue =

epidermis. Anterior is up.

(B–D) Embryos at the 12, 15, 16.5, and 17.5 stages,

respectively. (B) Dorsal view; anterior is up. (C

and D) Transverse sections taken at dotted lines

2 (green, C) and 1 (blue, D) as indicated in (B),

through the brain and nerve cord, respectively.

Dorsal is up.

(E) Summarizes the time course of neurulation

and the corresponding initiation of first invagination

of the nerve cord (as seen in D), zippering, and

second invagination of the brain (as seen in C).

retraction of the tether and relaxation of

the cell apex toward a more isodiametric

shape (Figure 3E), accompanied by

appearance and elongation of a new Epi/

Epi junction just behind the advancing

zipper (dashed lines in Figure 3A). In gen-

eral, cells detached from the zipper in the

same order that they joined, i.e., in a pos-

terior-to-anterior progression, although

we sometimes observed near-simul-

taneous detachment events (Figure 3E;

Movie S3).

In summary, we find that a character-

istic sequence of cell shape changes

and rearrangements proceeds posterior

to anterior in phase with zipper progres-

sion and neural tube closure. Just ahead

of the zipper, rapid shortening of Ne/Epi

junctions correlates tightly with zipper

advance and with movement of neural

folds to the midline. Just behind the zipper, neural and epidermal

cells undergo transient stretching followed by junctional rear-

rangement, detachment and rapid cell shape relaxation.

Actomyosin Is Enriched Just ahead of the Advancing
Zipper where Rapid Junctional Contraction Occurs
We hypothesized that local activation/accumulation of actomy-

osin might be involved in junctional shortening during zippering,

as in many other developmental contexts (reviewed in Guillot

and Lecuit, 2013). In nonmuscle cells, actomyosin contractility

is activated by phosphorylation of the nonmuscle myosin II reg-

ulatory light chain at Ser19 (Komatsu and Ikebe, 2004; reviewed

in Matsumura, 2005). We therefore examined the distribution

of Ser19-phosphorylated myosin II (herein, ‘‘active myosin’’) in

fixed immunostained embryos (Figure 4A; Sherrard et al.,

2010). We detected active myosin at all cell-cell junctions in neu-

rula-stage embryos. During zippering, active myosin was slightly

enriched along the entire Ne/Epi boundary relative tomore lateral

junctions between epidermal cells and highly enriched just

ahead of the advancing zipper (arrowhead in Figure 4A, left).
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Active myosin was also enriched on newly formed Epi/Epi

junctions behind the zipper (arrowhead in Figure 4A, middle).

Quantitation of fluorescence intensities in embryos fixed during

zippering confirmed that, on average, myosin was specifically

and highly enriched on junctions just ahead of the advancing

zipper (Figure 4B). Filamentous actin (F-actin) was also enriched

along the entire Ne/Epi boundary and newly formed Epi/Epi junc-

tions (Figures S1A and S1B). However, in contrast to active

myosin, we could detect no specific enrichment of F-actin just

ahead of the advancing zipper.

Next, we sought to observemyosin II dynamics in live embryos

during zippering. Our attempts to express GFP-tagged myosin II

regulatory light chain in early-neurula-stage embryos were un-

successful. As an alternative approach (Chaigne et al., 2013),

we used a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged intrabody

(herein, ‘‘iMyo-YFP’’) that recognizes nonmuscle myosin II A

(Nizak et al., 2003) through an epitope that is highly conserved

in Ciona intestinalis (Vielemeyer et al., 2010; Figure S1C). The

iMyo-YFP accumulated dynamically at the cleavage furrow dur-

ing cell division (Figure S1D), and subcellular distributions of
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Figure 2. Zippering Is Required to Close the

Neural Tube

Control and ablated embryos were fixed, stained

with phalloidin, and imaged at early neurula stage

when ablation was performed (left column) or at

early tailbud stage (middle and right column). Left

and middle columns: 3D rendering of the dorsal

side, with anterior at the top. Right column: cross-

section along the antero-posterior (AP) axis, with

dorsal at the top. Yellow, endoderm; orange,

mesoderm; blue, nerve cord; green, brain; light

blue, epidermis. Scale bars, 50 mm.

(A–B00) Control embryos.

(C–D0) Anterior half-embryo explants.

(E–F0) Posterior half-embryo explants.

(B0 and D0) Cross-section through anterior nerve

cord.

(B00 and F0) Cross-section through posterior nerve

cord.

iMyo-YFP in fixed embryos closely

matched those for active (1P) myosin II

detected by immunostaining (Figure S1E).

On average, iMyo-YFP was highly en-

riched on Ne/Epi junctions just ahead of

the zipper, as observed for 1P myosin

(Figure S1F). In live embryos expressing

iMyo-YFP during zippering, fluorescence

intensity increased sharply within rapidly

contracting junctions just ahead of the

zipper (Figures 4C and S1G; Movie S4).

We also observed occasional transient

accumulations of iMyo-YFP that coin-

cided with transient junction contractions

at more anterior positions along the

Ne/Epi boundary (data not shown). We

focused on the subset of primary junction

contraction events (n = 12 events from 5

embryos) for which the onset of short-

ening could be readily detected following a period of approxi-

mately constant length (see Experimental Procedures). Aligning

fluorescence intensity data with respect to the onset of rapid

contraction for these events showed that, on average, the onset

of iMyo-YFP accumulation coincided with the onset of rapid

contraction (Figure 4D). A similar correlation could be observed

for many individual junctions, although the data were noisier,

presumably reflecting fluctuations in external force due to

contraction of neighboring junctions or detachment of cells

from the zipper (Figures 4C and S1G). In summary, we find that

active myosin is highly and specifically enriched along junctions

that undergo rapid shortening, and the enrichment is closely

phased with the onset of contraction, suggesting a direct role

for actomyosin contractility in driving junctional shortening,

zippering, and neural tube closure.

Rho/ROCK-Dependent Actomyosin Contractility Is
Required for Zippering and Neural Tube Closure
To test this possibility, we treated embryos with 100 mMblebbis-

tatin, a small molecule inhibitor of myosin II ATPase activity
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(Straight et al., 2003), just after the posterior neural plate had

invaginated, but before the onset of zippering. In blebbistatin-

treated embryos, we observed a complete inhibition of zippering

andanterior neural plate invagination, togetherwith anexpansion

of the apical surfaces of previously invaginated posterior neural

cells, resulting in an open neural tube (Figure 4E; Movie S5).

These results suggest that myosin activity is required for both

invagination and zippering but do not exclude the possibility

that the failure of zippering is indirectly caused by apical expan-

sion of the neural plate. To test this, we treated embryos at the

same stage with 1 mMH1152, a highly potent and specific inhib-

itor of ROCK (Ikenoya et al., 2002), which activates myosin II by

promoting phosphorylation of the myosin regulatory light chain

(Winter et al., 2001; Marlow et al., 2002). In H1152-treated

embryos, we observed a complete inhibition of both zipper pro-

gression and anterior neural plate invagination, as in blebbista-

tin-treated embryos (Figures 4E and 4F; Movie S6), but without

apical expansion of the posterior neural plate. Furthermore,

quantitation of active myosin levels by immunofluorescence in

H1152-treated embryos revealed a strong inhibition of myosin

activation along Ne/Epi junctions ahead of the zipper relative

to identically staged controls (Figure 4G), and live imaging

confirmed a complete inhibition of junctional shortening (Movie

S6; Figure S1H). Zippering also failed in embryos treated with a

second ROCK inhibitor, Y-27632, consistent with a previous

report (Ogura et al., 2011). However, this failure was accompa-

nied by a strong disruption of Ne/Epi junctions, consistent with

knownoff-target effects ofY-27632 (AtwoodandPrehoda, 2009).

To further test a role for localized Rho/ROCK-dependent

contractility in zippering, we expressed a dominant-negative

form of RhoA downstream of the fucosyltransferase promoter

(pFT::RhoA DN), using coexpressed GFP (pFT::GFP) to mark

the domain of expression. We exploited mosaic expression of

theelectroporated transgenes (Zeller et al., 2006) to compareem-

bryos with two distinct classes of expression pattern (Figure 4H,

top). In class A, RhoA DN was expressed broadly in the left or

right posterior epidermal cells, but not in the single rows of Ne

and Epi cells flanking the Ne/Epi boundary. In class B, RhoA DN

was expressed broadly in the left or right posterior epidermis,

including theNe and Epi cells flanking theNe/Epi boundary. Con-

trol embryos expressing GFP in either pattern class closed the

neural tube with high frequency (class A: 88%, n = 18; class B:

93%, n = 14; Figure 4, bottom). The majority of embryos (14/15;

Movie S7) with class A RhoA DN expression underwent normal

invagination and zippering. In contrast, 18/20 embryos with

class B RhoA DN expression invaginated normally but failed to

undergo zippering and neural tube closure. Significantly, in a

small fraction of embryos, RhoA DN was expressed only in the

A

B C

DE

Figure 3. Quantitative Analysis of Cell

Shape Changes during Zipper Progression

(A) Schematic on the left shows the location in the

embryo of the epidermal cells imaged on the right.

On the right, images extracted from Movie S3,

show an embryo expressing ZO1-3xGFP in

epidermal and neural cells. Note that expression

of ZO1-3xGFP is mosaic and restricted to the left

half of the embryo. Filled magenta circles indicate

zipper position. Epidermal cells sharing an apical

junction with the nerve cord have been outlined in

white for Epi/Epi junctions, outlined in color for

Ne/Epi or newly formed Epi/Epi junctions, and

numbered (0–4). Light brown: cell that has already

finished contracting. Dark to light green corre-

sponds to absolute AP position. Solid and dashed

lines indicate Ne/Epi junctions and junction

exchanged Epi/Epi junctions, respectively.

(B) Normalized length versus time for the Ne/Epi

junctions highlighted in (A), using the same color

code. Rightward-pointing green arrow indicates a

secondary junction (3) that stretches when the

primary junction (2) contracts; leftward-pointing

green arrow indicates a secondary junction (4) that

contracts transiently in unison with the primary

junction (3).

(C) Left: embryo schematic indicating positions

of distinct junction types. Red-yellow is proximal-

distal Ne/Epi junction position relative to the

zipper. Right: shortening speed of Ne/Epi junc-

tions, with respect to the relative position to the

zipper. The shortening speed is measured during

the period in which the Ne/Epi junction next to the

zipper (z + 1) starts and finishes its contraction. *p < 0.002, Student’s t test. Error bars are SEM (n = 23, from seven embryos).

(D) Left: design of the measurement for zipper-advance ratio. L is the length of the junction, as projected along the AP axis, and DZ is corresponding distance

traversed by the advancing zipper. Right: box and whisker plots showing the distribution of ratio of junction length change to zipper advance. Red circles indicate

individual measurements for a single cell (n = 23 cells, from seven embryos).

(E) Circularity of junction-exchanged epidermal cells from Movie S2. Colors are the same as in (A). Black arrows indicate junction detachment points.

Scale bars, 5 mm.
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Figure 4. Junctional Contraction and Zipper Progression Require ROCK-Dependent Myosin Contractility

(A) Distribution of 1Pmyosin during zippering. 3D surface rendering of the dorsal surface of embryos at early (left), intermediate (middle), and late (right) zippering

stages immunostained with anti-1P-myosin antibody. White arrowheads indicate increased myosin, ahead of (left) and behind (middle) the zipper.

(B) Relative 1Pmyosin intensity along different junctions whose positions are color-coded on the embryo schematic to the left as follows: Red-yellow is proximal-

distal Ne/Epi junctional position relative to the zipper, green is new Epi/Epi junctions behind the zipper, and purple is the corresponding Epi/Epi control junction

(n = 8 junctions for each measurement).

(C) Relationship between iMyo-YFP intensity and junctional length during individual junction shortening events in embryos electroporated with iMyo-YFP. Each

panel represents a single junction contraction event. Red lines: normalized junction length. Blue dashed lines: relative iMyo-YFP fluorescence intensity averaged

along the junction, excluding the vertices. We obtained similar results when vertices were included in the measurements (see Figure S1G). Vertical black dashed

(legend continued on next page)
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single rows of cells flanking the Ne/Epi boundary, and these em-

bryos always failed to zipper (n = 4; Movie S7). Thus, dominant-

negative inhibition of RhoA along the Ne/Epi boundary on only

one side of the embryo is sufficient to completely abrogate zip-

pering and neural tube closure. Together, these results demon-

strate that local activation of actomyosin contractility by the

RhoA/ROCK pathway at Ne/Epi junctions is required for junc-

tional contraction, zippering, and neural tube closure.

Laser Ablation Reveals a Close Correspondence
between Myosin Activation and Junctional Tension
Our results thus far suggest that junction deformation and zipper

progression are driven by differences in junctional tension

patterned by differential activation of myosin. To test this more

directly, we used laser ablation to estimate relative differences

in junction tension (Rauzi et al., 2008; Fernandez-Gonzalez

et al., 2009). We focused a nitrogen-pumped dye laser on indi-

vidual junctions in embryos expressing ZO1-3xGFP and used

several short pulses to mechanically disrupt the junction without

killing the associated cells (see Experimental Procedures). The

typical response to laser ablation was a rapid retraction of junc-

tional material to the endpoints of the cut junction and a rapid

movement of the junction endpoints away from the site of abla-

tion, followed by a slower recovery of the junction toward its

original precut length (Figures 5A, 5A0, and S2; Movie S8). As in

previous studies (Rauzi et al., 2008), we took the initial velocities

of vertices flanking the ablated junction as a relative measure

of tension along the junction just before ablation (Figure 5B).

We sampled estimates of junctional tension during zippering at

different junction positions along the Ne/Epi boundary relative

to the advancing zipper on newly formed junctions just behind

the zipper and at more lateral Epi/Epi junctions. We observed a

striking correspondence between estimates of relative tension,

the measured distribution of active myosin, and the pattern of

junctional shortening events. Junctional tensions were higher

along the Ne/Epi boundary than in more lateral regions and high-

est just ahead of the advancing zipper (Figures 5C and S2). Inter-

estingly, tensions were also high along newly formed Epi/Epi

junctions behind the zipper, where myosin is also enriched

(arrowhead in Figure 4B). Significantly, treatment with H1152

reduced tensions along Ne/Epi junctions just ahead of the zipper

to below the levels on lateral Epi/Epi junctions in untreated

controls (Figure 5C), suggesting that the increased tension is a

specific consequence of local ROCK-dependent myosin II acti-

vation. In summary, we observe a very strong correlation be-

tween local myosin activation; elevated junction tension; and

rapid, sequential junctional shortening along the Ne/Epi bound-

ary during zippering.

Design of a Tension-Based Cytomechanical Model for
Zippering
Our experimental observations suggest a working model for zip-

pering and neural tube closure in which (1) sequential activation

of Rho/ROCK-dependent actomyosin contractility just ahead of

the zipper promotes an increase in junction tension that drives

rapid junctional shortening to pull the zipper forward and draw

the edges of the neural plate toward the midline, (2) resistance

to zipper progression builds as cells behind the zipper become

stretched away from their preferred isodiametric shapes, and

(3) this resistance is dissipated by junction exchange and

detachment of stretched cells from the zipper.

To test and elaborate this model, we turned to computer

simulations, using previously developed methods and software

(Sherrard et al., 2010). Details of model formulation and discus-

sion of the model’s assumptions can be found online (see

Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Supplemental

Modeling Procedures). An additional online supplement contains

software and input files necessary to recreate many of the simu-

lations (see Protocol). Briefly, wemodeled the dorsal surface of a

neurula-stage ascidian embryo as a 2D sheet of epidermal cells

connected to one another along common junctions (Figure 6A).

We modeled junctions as chains of discrete segments, con-

nected through springs at vertices where three or more junctions

meet. We endowed each segment with active contractility, char-

acterized by a tension T and passive resistance to deformation,

characterized by an effective viscosity meff. On each model

cell, we imposed a ‘‘pseudo-pressure’’ force that resists large

changes in cell surface area, consistent with minimal variation

in apical surface area during zippering in vivo. Finally, we repre-

sented the underlying neural tube/notochord and anterior brain

as solid structures that resist medial bending and axial short-

ening (neural tube/notochord) or radial compression (anterior

brain) with forces whose magnitudes are proportional to the

degree of tissue strain. We ignored the small degree of axial

extension (�10%) that occurs during zippering in vivo.

We used Newton’s Laws to balance the active and passive

forces on all segments and solved the resulting equations

numerically to compute the deformations of cell boundaries

over time. We allowed junctions to merge with the zipper when-

ever their lengths fell below a minimal value and modeled

line indicates the onset of shortening, defined as the time at which the junction first shortens past 90% of its preshortened plateau length (see Experimental

Procedures for definition and measurement of plateau length).

(D) Distribution of iMyo-YFP averaged over 12 junctional shortening events. Data from individual junctions were aligned with respect to the onset of shortening.

Legend is the same as in (C).

(E) Effects of drug treatment on zippering. Upper: embryos fixed and stained with phalloidin. The leftmost picture shows an embryo at start of drug treatment, then

from left to right: control, 100 mM blebbistatin-treated and 1 mM H1152-treated embryos after treatment. Bottom: cartoons illustrating the extent of zippering in

embryos shown in the upper panel. Green, brain; blue, nerve cord. Gray dashed lines indicate the cross-section position in control and H1152-treated embryos

shown in (F).

(F) Cross-section along the AP axis of control (left) and H1152-treated (right) embryos shown in (E), with dorsal at the top.

(G) Relative 1P myosin intensity at Ne/Epi junction ahead of the zipper (red) and control junction (purple) in control and H1152-treated embryos (n = 10 each).

(H) Effect of misexpressing RhoA DN on neural tube closure. Top panels illustrate the two classes of expression pattern analyzed. Bottom graph quantifies

successful zippering events in both classes, in embryos expressing pFT::GFP alone or pFT::GFP + pFT::RhoA DN. Magenta circles indicate zipper position.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.002, Student’s t test. Error bars are SEM. Scale bars, 25 mm.

See also Figure S1.
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detachment of cells from the zipper as events that occur with a

fixed delay (Figures S3A and S3B; see Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures and Supplemental Modeling Procedures).

Computer Simulations Support a Tension-Based Model
for Zippering
We first asked whether simulations constrained by our experi-

mental measurements could reproduce the observed kine-

matics of zippering. We assigned values for junction tensions

to be the average relative values measured by laser ablation

(Figure 5C), distinguishing primary Ne/Epi (one from zipper),

secondary Ne/Epi (two from zipper), all other Ne/Epi, newly

formed Epi/Epi, and all other Epi/Epi junctions (Figure 6A).

We assigned the same baseline tension value to primary and

secondary junctions. We then modeled the rapid contraction

of primary junctions by setting their tensions to a higher primary

level at a fixed time and allowing it to remain there until that

junction merged with the zipper. We set the interval between

primary contractions, and a fixed time before cell detachment

from the zipper, to the average of measured values (Figures

S3C and S3D). We assumed that effective viscosity was iden-

tical for all junctions, and we tuned its value such that the

average shortening speed of primary junctions matched our

measured values (Figure S3E).

With no further adjustment of model parameters, our simula-

tions reproduced measured zippering speeds (Figures 6B and

6C; see Protocol). They also reproduced the average ratio of

axial zipper advance to net shortening of axial junction length

during individual contraction events (140% ± 29% in silico

versus 126% ± 38% in vivo) and the characteristic sequence

of cell stretching, detachment, and cell shape relaxation behind

the zipper (Movie S9). The predicted zippering speed was insen-

sitive to variation in initial cell shapes, to themagnitudes of forces

that resist axial shortening and radial brain compression, and to

themagnitudes of pseudo-pressure forces that resist changes in

individual cell areas (Figures S3F–S3H). The predicted zippering

speed was insensitive to forces resisting medial bending up to a

threshold level, but above that level, zippering rapidly stalled

(Figure S3I). These results both confirm that the simulated zip-

pering mechanism can produce force to draw the neural folds

together and reveal limits on that force. Thus, given the assump-

tions of our model, the measured variation in junctional tension,

frequency of primary junction contractions, and rates of cell

detachment are sufficient to explain the observed dynamics of

zipper progression.

To gain further insights into the dynamics of zipper progres-

sion, we analyzed the balance of axial forces around primary

junctions during simulated zippering (Figure 7A). We defined

the primary contraction force to be the axial component of the

contractile tension on primary junctions (red junctions and

arrows in Figure 7A), the anterior tissue resistance to be the

sum of all axial forces (excluding viscous forces) acting on the

anterior endpoints of primary junctions (orange junctions and

arrows in Figure 7A), and the posterior tissue resistance to be

the sum of all axial forces (again excluding viscous forces)

acting on the posterior endpoints (blue junctions and arrows

in Figure 7A). Note that the tissue resistances depend both on

junctional tension and orientation.

During each contraction cycle, these forces fluctuate as pri-

mary contractions drive the realignment of anterior and posterior

A A’ B

C

Figure 5. Distribution of Relative Tension at

Cell-Cell Junctions Matches the Pattern of

Active Myosin Accumulation

(A) Example of a laser ablation experiment, on Ne/Epi

junction ahead of the zipper. White-dash box in (A)

corresponds to leftmost stripe in (A0), and shows the

ablated junction.

(A0 ) Kymograph of the time-lapse movies correspond-

ing to (A) (Movie S8). Orange broken lines indicate the

time point of ablation.

(B) Schematic of ablated junction. Circles indicate

vertices. V1 and V2 represent vertices velocity.

(C) Left: color-scheme detailed on an embryo sche-

matic. Red-yellow is proximal-distal Ne/Epi junction

position relative to the zipper, green is new Epi/Epi

junction behind the zipper, and purple is the corre-

sponding Epi/Epi control junction. Right: initial velocity

after ablation, as described in (B), in control and

H1152-treated embryos. Colors in the graph corre-

spond to the junction position in the schematic on the

left. Bar outlined in red indicates z + 1 junction in

H1152-treated embryos. Other bars correspond to

control embryos. From left to right: n = 11 (ventral), 11

(lateral), 12 (z + 0), 11 (z + 1, H1152-treated), 14 (z + 1,

control), 9 (z + 2), 7 (z + 3), 9 (z + 4), 6 (z + 5). *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.002, Student’s t test. Error bars are SEM. Scale

bars, 5 mm.

See also Figure S2.
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junctions or as cells detach behind the zipper (Figure 7B). How-

ever, averaged over one contraction cycle, the primary contrac-

tile forcedominated both anterior andposterior tissue resistance,

and the anterior tissue resistance exceeded the posterior tissue

resistance (Figures 7B and S4A). Reducing primary contractile

force, increasing posterior resistance, or reducing anterior resis-

tance beyond threshold values strongly reduced or abolished

zippering (Figures 8A–8C and S4; see also Protocol). Thus, an

anterior versus posterior imbalance of tissue resistance converts

inherently symmetrical primary contractions into efficient unidi-

rectional zipper progression. Reducing cell detachment rates

behind the zipper below a threshold value lead to a buildup of

posterior resistance and caused the zipper to stall, confirming

an essential requirement for junctional exchange and cell detach-

ment to maintain the imbalance of force that allows zipper pro-

gression (Figure 8D; see also Protocol).

A

B C

D E

Figure 6. Simulations Based on Differences in Junctional Tension Reproduce Zippering

(A) Design of the simulation. Left: initial geometry of the simulation, color coding the different types of junctions defined in the simulation, overlaid with the

corresponding micrograph. Middle: detailed view of the zipper region. Right: each model segment is composed of a viscoelastic element, defined by a single

parameter across the simulation, and a contractile element, for which a value is specified for each junction type.

(B) Snapshots of zippering at T = 0, 1200, 2400, and 3600 s (from left to right), in vivo (top), and in silico (bottom) (seeMovie S9). Solid magenta circles indicate the

zipper positions.

(C) Comparison of zipper displacement in vivo and in silico, for control and posterior half-embryos, for reference parameters (in vivo, solid lines; in silico, dashed

lines; control, black; posterior half-embryo, orange). For in vivo measurement, embryos expressing ZO1-3xGFP were imaged in time lapse and zipper position

recorded over time.

(D and E) Comparison of simulation outcomes for different in silico perturbations (simulations are shown inMovie S10; seemain text for details): green, low tension

on primary junctions; red, no cell detachment behind the zipper; magenta, low anterior tissue resistance; orange, posterior half-embryos.

(D) Simulation snapshots show the outcome at T = 3600 s for each simulation (except posterior half-embryo shown at T = 2640 s).

(E) Plots of zipper displacement versus time for the different conditions shown in (D), with control simulation shown in blue. See also Figure S3.
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Interestingly, increasing primary contractile force, decreasing

posterior resistance (by reducing posterior tension or detach-

ment rates), or increasing anterior resistance beyond wild-type

values produced little or no increase in zippering speed (Figures

8A–8D; see also Protocol). In contrast, reducing the average

interval between primary contractions below themeasured value

produced a marked increase in zippering speed (Figure 8E). This

suggests that the balance of force across primary junctions is not

itself rate limiting for zipper progression in normal embryos;

rather, it is primarily the frequency of contraction events that

limits zipper speed.

To further test the model, we asked if simulations using

wild-type parameters could reproduce the zippering dynamics

observed in posterior half-embryos. Indeed, we found that

in silico, as in vivo, zippering of posterior half-embryos pro-

ceeded at normal speeds relative to intact controls (Figures

6C–6E; Movie S10; see also Protocol). These results highlight a

key difference between zippering by sequential contraction

and a more widely studied mode of epithelial closure, which

involves uniform contraction of a continuously tensioned super-

cellular actomyosin purse string (Martin and Parkhurst, 2004;

Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2013; Abreu-Blanco et al.,

A

B

Figure 7. Force Balance during Contraction

and Zipper Progression

(A) Left: schematic showing the relative contribu-

tions of primary contraction and anterior versus

posterior tissue resistance to shortening of the

primary junction and net forward movement of the

zipper. Right: magnitude of active (solid) and pas-

sive (dashed) forces, averaged over the duration of

a single simulation. Orange, anterior resistance;

blue, posterior resistance; red, primary junction.

(B) Top: schematic view of one contraction cycle

showing contraction of the primary junction com-

bined with stretching and detachment of cells

behind the zipper. Bottom: schematic view of the

evolving force balance during one contraction

cycle. Color code as in (A). See also Figure S4.

2012). In particular, they show that a

continuously tensioned boundary is not

required for zippering to proceed; instead,

local tissue resistance is sufficient to sup-

port the imbalance of forces that drives

zippering both in normal and in posterior

half-embryos.

We hypothesized that sequential

contraction might be more effective than

uniform contraction at closing the neural

tube because it would be less sensitive

to external forces (e.g., within the underly-

ing notochord) that resist axial shortening

and/or drive axial extension at the same

time that zippering occurs (Munro and

Odell, 2002; Munro et al., 2006). To test

this, we compared sequential contraction

with a scenario in which all junctions along

the Ne/Epi boundary contract with the

same tension as the primary junction.

We fixed all other parameters at wild-type values except for

the forces that resist axial shortening, which we varied systemat-

ically. Strikingly, we found that sequential contraction produced

significantly faster zippering than uniform contraction over the

entire range of axial resistance values (Figure 8F and Movie

S11; see also Protocol). Furthermore, the amount of axial resis-

tance required to prevent axial shortening during closure was

significantly greater for the uniform contraction scenario (Fig-

ure 8G), and the uniform contraction mechanism was severely

compromised by this level of resistance, whereas the sequential

contraction mechanism was not (Figure 8F). Thus, all other

things equal, zippering by sequential contraction is significantly

faster and less sensitive to axial extension than uniform

contraction.

Finally, we asked whether the zippering mechanism docu-

mented here could plausibly contribute to neural tube closure

in larger vertebrate embryos with many more cells. To this end,

we compared simulated zippering in two model embryos with

idealized geometries, one a 5-fold ‘‘photographic enlargement’’

of the other, containing 5-fold more cells in both axial and

perpendicular directions (Movie S12; see also Protocol). We

set all other model parameters to identical reference values
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except for the stiffness parameter that governs the strength of

medial resistance, which we varied identically for both cases.

We found that for low levels of medial resistance, zippering pro-

ceeded at the same speed for both scenarios (Figures 8H–8K). In

both cases, zippering could overcomemedial resistance to draw

the ‘‘neural folds’’ together, although zippering stalled at�2-fold

lower levels of medial resistance in the larger embryos (Fig-

ure 8K). We conclude that the sequential contractionmechanism

described here could contribute to zippering and neural tube

closure in much larger embryos.

DISCUSSION

Unidirectional zippering is a universal feature of neural tube

closure in chordates, but what drives zippering and determines

its direction and speed remains unclear. Here, we have identified

the cytomechanical basis for zippering and neural tube closure in

a simple model chordate. We have shown that zipper progres-

sion is coordinated and driven by a wave of elevated Rho/

ROCK-dependent actomyosin contractility that proceeds from

posterior to anterior along the Ne/Epi boundary just ahead of

the advancing zipper. Local activation of myosin promotes a

transient increase in junctional tension and rapid shortening of

Ne/Epi junctions just ahead of the zipper, driving the zipper for-

ward and drawing pairs of Ne/Epi cells to the midline to initiate

the process of junction exchange. During junctional exchange,

these cells stretch transiently, resisting forward movement of

the zipper, before detaching and relaxing to more isodiametric

shapes. Our computer simulations show that measured differ-

ences in junctional tension, together with the measured time

interval between contractions of primary junction and the

measured time delay between the end of contraction and cell

detachment, are sufficient to explain the observed kinematics

of zipper progression.

Together, our observations reveal how a dynamical interplay

of local junctional contraction, exchange, and cell detachment

leads to efficient unidirectional zipper progression (Figure 7B).

During the contraction of each primary junction, the recruitment

and realignment of junctions behind the zipper produce a tran-

sient increase in net posterior tissue resistance. Absent junc-

tional exchange and cell detachment, this resistance would build

until the zipper stalls (Figures 6D–6E and S4; Movie S10).

Normally, however, the detachment of cells behind the zipper

relieves this resistance at the average rate of one detachment

event per junction contraction. This yields, on average, a small

imbalance of anterior versus posterior tissue resistance that

is sufficient to convert the inherently symmetrical contractions

of the primary junction into net forward movement. Thus, a

sequence of rapid junction shortening events is rectified by

junctional exchange and cell detachment into continuous and

irreversible zipper progression. Interestingly, varying model pa-

rameters with respect to wild-type values suggest that neither

the strength of primary contractions, rates of cell detachment,

nor tension on junctions behind the zipper is rate limiting for

zipper progression in normal embryos. Thus, zippering appears

to operate in a regime where it is buffered against variation in

these properties.

Our results highlight key differences between zippering by

sequential contraction and a more commonly studied mode of

epithelial closure in which uniform contraction of a continuously

tensioned actomyosin purse string drives uniform shortening of

an entire boundary (Martin and Parkhurst, 2004; Osterfield

et al., 2013; Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2013; Abreu-

Blanco et al., 2012). Our analysis of posterior half-embryos

shows that zippering does not require a continuously tensioned

boundary; instead, the force imbalance that drives each cycle of

junction contraction and zipper progression is largely sustained

by local resistance of nearby cells to deformation.

A direct comparison in silico suggests that both mechanisms

could accomplish neural tube closure in ascidians, but sequential

contraction works better for two reasons: First, during sequential

contraction, junctional shortening, exchange, and cell detach-

ment are tightly coupled at a single locus—the moving zipper.

Thus, resistance built during each cycle of junction contraction

is rapidly dissipated such that the additional force required for

the next cycle to complete remains small. In contrast, when

deformation is distributed throughout a uniformly tensioned

boundary, it takes longer for any individual junction to shrink

to a point where junctional exchange, and dissipation of tissue

resistance, can occur. Second, during sequential contraction,

the deformations are highly localized, while a uniform contraction

mechanism requires significant global deformation of surround-

ing tissues. This implies that a sequential contractionmechanism

should be far less sensitive to global mechanical context than

uniform contraction. In particular, zippering coincides with active

elongation of the underlying notochord and neural tube, to which

the zippering cells are tightly attached. Our simulations show that

a uniform contraction mechanism is severely compromised by a

level of external force sufficient to prevent axial shortening during

zippering, while the sequential mechanism is not (Figures 8F and

8G; Movie S11). Thus, zippering by sequential contraction may

be particularly favored in tissues undergoing axial extension.

Interestingly, the ascidian embryo uses sequential contraction

to close the elongating axial nerve tube but appears to use a

global purse string contraction to close the anterior brain, which

does not undergo axial elongation (Figure 1B; Movie S1; F.B.R.,

H.H., and E.M.M., unpublished data).

To what extent could the zippering mechanism identified here

contribute to zippering and neural tube closure in larger verte-

brate embryos? Our simple simulations suggest that, all other

things equal, zippering by sequential contraction could work

in a much larger embryo. In vertebrates, multiple mechanisms

contribute force to bring the neural folds together, including

bending of the neural plate about the midline and lateral hinge

points (Haigo et al., 2003; Hildebrand 2005); convergent exten-

sion of the neural plate (Wallingford and Harland, 2002; Nishi-

mura et al., 2012); and, possibly, active spreading of the lateral

epidermis (reviewed in Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001). The

sequential contraction mechanism we describe here would act

in addition to these others by producing forces that assist in

bringing the folds together. It could also help to consolidate or

rectify work done by these other mechanisms by facilitating local

junctional exchange and cell detachment behind the zipper.

Interestingly, recent work suggests that localized junctional

shortening accompanies zippering during dorsal closure in

Drosophila embryos, suggesting that a sequential contraction

mechanism may contribute to zipper progression in that context

as well (Peralta et al., 2008).
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Figure 8. Key Determinants of Zippering Speed

(A–E) Dependence of zipper speed on different model parameters: (A) primary junction contraction force; (B) time lag between the end of a primary contraction

event and detachment of that cell from the zipper (the average value measured in vivo is 588 s; see Figure S3C); (C) tension on newly formed junctions behind the

zipper; (D) anterior tissue resistance, which was varied by assigning a single tension level to all Ne/Epi junctions ahead of the zipper and all Epi/Epi junctions

connected to the Ne/Epi boundary, and then varying this single tension value; and (E) interval between consecutive contraction events (the average value

measured in vivo is 504 s; see Figure S3D). Vertical dashed blue lines in (A), (B), (C), and (E) indicate the parameter measured experimentally in vivo and used as a

reference value in simulations.

(F and G) Comparison of zippering with uniform versus sequential modes of junctional contraction and its dependence on axial resistance to deformation (see

Movie S11).

(F) Average zipper speed for a range of values of the axial stiffness comparing sequential (solid black line) and uniform (dashed black line) contraction.

(G) Average axial extension for a range of values of the axial stiffness comparing sequential (solid black line) and uniform (dashed black line) contraction.

(H–K) Dependence of zippering speed on tissue size (see Movie S12).

(legend continued on next page)
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Our data suggest that local differences in junctional tension

are sufficient to explain the speed and direction of zipper pro-

gression in ascidian embryos, but other mechanisms may also

contribute, both in ascidians and in higher vertebrates. For

example, Pyrgaki et al. (2010) recently described a novel cellular

mechanism for neural tube closure inmouse embryonicmidbrain

known as ‘‘buttoning,’’ in which numerous thin filopodia pro-

cesses extend between opposing folds to establish nascent

cell-cell contacts at multiple independent closure sites, followed

by zipping between these sites. Similar processes have been

observed during zippering closure, both in mouse (Massarwa

and Niswander, 2013) and ascidian (Ogura et al., 2011) embryos,

as well as during dorsal closure in Drosophila (Jacinto et al.,

2000). Whether they produce forces to assist in closure, mediate

signals that coordinate force production by other mechanisms

(such as actomyosin contractility), or both, remains to be seen.

Our work identifies spatiotemporal patterning of myosin

activation at the Ne/Epi boundary as a key point of embryonic

control over zippering. Recent work suggests that differential

expression of junctional transmembrane proteins including

Crumbs, Notch/Delta, and Echinoid, a nectin homolog, across

tissue boundaries plays a key role in localizing myosin activation

to those boundaries (Major and Irvine, 2006; Laplante and

Nilson, 2011; Röper, 2012). It will be interesting to determine

whether homologs of these proteins are involved in controlling

myosin localization during zipper progression in ascidians.

What produces a posterior-to-anterior wave of activation re-

mains to be determined. An attractive scenario is that the zipper

produces one or more activating signals whose range extends

with the zipper as it moves or that propagate along the boundary,

e.g., through tension-dependent activation of myosin II (Pouille

et al., 2009; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Farge, 2011). Iden-

tifying these signals and characterizing how they propagate will

be an interesting topic for future work.

Finally, our work highlights the central importance of junctional

remodeling and exchange for both zipper advance and for the

fusion/separation of neural tube and epidermis. Junctional re-

modeling during cell neighbor exchange is likely to be a tightly

regulated process, probably involving a combination of general

mechanisms (Blankenship et al., 2006; Bardet et al., 2013) and

the specific interactions between cells based on their differing

identities (Maı̂tre et al., 2012), but how it is controlled by tis-

sue-specific inputs, local tensions, and other factors remains

poorly understood in any system. Zippering in ascidians will be

a useful model for exploring these questions because junctional

remodeling and exchange are confined to a single well-defined

locus.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Embryo Culture and Manipulation

Ciona intestinalis adults were collected and shipped from Half Moon Bay,

Oyster Point, and San Diego (M-Rep), and then maintained in oxygenated

sea water at �16�C. We used standard methods for embryo culture, electro-

poration, drug treatment, and microsurgery (Sherrard et al., 2010; Corbo

et al., 1997; Bertrand et al., 2003; Hotta et al., 2007; see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details).

Immunostaining and Quantitative Analysis of F-Actin and

Phosphomyosin Distributions

We fixed and stained embryos for F-actin and phosphomyosin as described

previously (Sherrard et al., 2010) and then imaged them on a Zeiss LSM 510

confocal microscope with a 40x/1.3NA (numerical aperture) oil-immersion

objective. We performed image processing and measurements of junctional

intensity manually in ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Please see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures for details).

Tissue-Specific Expression of FP Fusions

Constructs for tissue-specific expression of GFP and YFP fusions using

previously characterized pFOG and pFT promotors (Pasini et al., 2006; Roure

et al., 2007; Pasini et al., 2012) were produced using standard Gateway cloning

(Invitrogen), as described previously (Roure et al., 2007; see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details).

4D Time-Lapse Imaging

We acquired time-lapse sequences of 3D image stacks using a Nikon

ECLIPSE-Ti inverted microscope equipped with 20x and 60x water-immersion

lenses, solid-state 50 mW 481 and 561 laser excitation, a Yokogawa CSU-X1

spinning disk scan head, a Rolera em-c2 EM-CCD camera, and a motorized

stage with piezoelectric z-axis control (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures for details).

Laser Ablations

We performed laser ablations using a MicroPoint nitrogen-pumped dye laser

(Andor Technologies), tuned to excite at 435 nm and focused through a 60x/

1.2NA water-immersion objective to a diffraction-limited spot in the image

plane. We ablated individual junctions in embryos expressing ZO1::GFP using

�7 pulses at 15 Hz with 50% attenuation, yielding �175 mJ total energy. The

typical response was an initial lesion followed by rapid expansion of the

cut and then a slower wound-healing response over several minutes (see

Figure S2; Movie S8), after which the ablated junction and flanking cells

participated normally in subsequent events (data not shown). To monitor the

response, we collected images at 1 s intervals before, during, and after the

ablation and tracked the vertices at both ends of the cut junction manually us-

ing ImageJ. Following previous studies (Rauzi et al., 2008), we took the initial

speed of separation of the junction endpoints (see Figures 5A and 5B) to be

proportional to the tension on the junction prior to ablation, assuming that

the local viscosity is homogeneous throughout the tissue.

Morphometric Measurements

We performed all measurements on time-lapse sequences acquired at 10 s in-

tervals from embryos expressing ZO1-3xGFP. Each frame was the maximum

intensity projection of 11 images collected at 0.75 mm steps in z near the apical

surface. We only analyzed movies in which zippering was less than 25% com-

plete at the beginning and proceeded to completion. We measured junction

lengths, cell perimeter and area, and zipper vertex positions manually using

ImageJ.

To identify the beginning of each primary contraction, we smoothed the

junction length data using a ten-frame moving average, and then we deter-

mined the time point at which shortening speed increased above a threshold

level. We took the end of the contraction to be the time point at which the junc-

tion length decreased below a minimal value. We measured the average

contraction speed as the net change in length from beginning to end divided

(H) Snapshots from a simulation using in an idealized epidermis with identical rules, parameter values, and roughly the same number of cells as in the ascidian-

specific simulations.

(I) Snapshots from a simulation representing a photographic enlargement of the embryo in (H) by a factor of 5, but with the same cell size and simulation

parameters.

(J) Plots of zipper displacement versus time showing that zippering speed is nearly identical for the two simulations when the medial resistance is 0.

(K) Plots of zippering speed versus medial resistance for the two simulations. Zippering stalls at �2.5-fold lower level of tissue resistance in the 5x embryos.
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by the elapsed time. To compute the ratio of axial zipper advance to change in

axial junction length during each primary contraction, we projected the net

change in length and zipper displacement onto an axis defined by the initial

and final positions of the zipper vertex. We measured the interval between pri-

mary contractions (Figure S3C) as the time between the beginnings of two

consecutive contractions. We measured the time to detach from the zipper

(Figure S3C) as the interval between the end of a contraction, determined as

above, and the time at which we first detected relaxation of the cell that had

contained that junction. Finally, tomeasure the average zipper speed in a given

embryo, we identified time points near the beginning (less than 25% complete)

and at the end of zippering, then divided the net displacement of the zipper

vertex between these time points by the elapsed time.

Measurements of iMyo-YFP Intensity versus Junction Length

We measured junction lengths and iMyo-YFP intensities from time-lapse

movies taken at 1min intervals to avoid excessive photobleaching. Each frame

was the maximum intensity projection of 15 images collected at 0.75 mm steps

in z. We measured junction lengths as described above for Z01-3xGFP

expressing embryos. We measured junctional iMyo-YFP intensities in ImageJ

as mean gray levels averaged over 10 mm thick lines drawn along the junction

of interest, andwe aligned data frommultiple junctions (Figure 4D) with respect

to the onset of junction contraction (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures for details).

Computer Simulations

We performed all computer simulations using an extension of methods and

software described in Sherrard et al. (2010). See Supplemental Experimental

Procedures and Supplemental Modeling Procedures for details.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

Supplemental Modeling Procedures, four figures, and twelve movies and
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Figure S1. Junction contraction and zipper progression require ROCK-dependent 

myosin contractility (related to Figure 4). (A) 3D surface rendering in dorsal view of 

an embryo fixed and stained with phalloidin. Magenta dot indicates zipper position. (B) 

Average relative phalloidin intensity measured along junctions of the types indicated in 

the schematic to the left, which are color-coded as follows: Sequence of red-yellow 

represents proximal-distal Ne/Epi junction position relative to the zipper; purple is the 

corresponding Epi/Epi control junction; green indicates new Epi/Epi junction behind the 

zipper. Fixation, staining and measurements are performed at the stage shown in (A). *: P 

< 0.05, Student’s t test. Error bars are SEM (n=10). (C) Sequence alignment between the 

putative intrabody binding domain of rat non-muscle Myosin IIA (Rn NMM-IIA) and the 

corresponding sequence in Ciona non-muscle myosin II (Ci NMM-II). (D) iMyo-YFP 

accumulates at the cleavage furrow during cell division (green arrowheads). (E) iMyo-

YFP colocalizes with active (1P) Myosin. Maximum intensity projection of embryos 

electroporated with pFOG::iMyo-YFP and stained with anti-1P-myosin antibody. Green 

channel: iMyo-YFP. Red channel: 1P-Myosin antibody. The restricted expression domain 

of iMyo-YFP is due to mosaic expression downstream of the tissue-specific FOG 

promoter. (F) Quantification of junctional iMyo-YFP intensity is insensitive to 

inclusion/exclusion of vertices. Top schematic indicates measurements of juntional iMyo-

YFP intensity +/- vertices.  Graphs show the distribution of iMyo-YFP during individual 

junction shortening events. Red line: Normalized junction length. Blue line: relative 

iMyo fluorescence intensity averaged along the junction. Dashed lines: quantification 

excluding the vertices. Plain lines: quantification including the vertices. Vertical black 

dashed line indicates the time at which the junction shortens past 90% of plateau junction 

length preceding the shortening. (G) Comparison of relative junctional intensity of iMyo-

YFP and 1P Myosin with respect to junction position (junction positions relative to 

zipper are color-coded as in (B)). Myosin relative intensity at Ne/Epi junction ahead of 

the zipper in iMyo-YFP electroporated embryos (live) or stained with anti-1P-myosin 

antibody (fixed). (H) Comparison of average shortening speed of Ne/Epi junctions ahead 

of the zipper in control and H1152-treated embryos (n>12 cells from 4 embryos for each 

condition).  
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Figure S2. Detailed analysis of junction tension by laser ablation (related to Figure 

5). (A) Schematic view of the dorsal surface with distinct junction types color-coded. 

Sequence of red-yellow represents proximal-distal Ne/Epi junction position relative to 

the zipper; purple is the corresponding Epi/Epi control junction; green indicates new 

Epi/Epi junction behind the zipper. (B) Time course of changes in junction length 

following laser ablation for the different junction types indicated in (A). Dashed vertical 

gray line indicates the time of ablation, t = 10s. Each trace shows the difference between 

the junction length and its average length during the 10s preceding the ablation, averaged 

over many individual ablation experiments (see Figure 5). Black line corresponds to the 

junction ahead of the zipper in the absence of laser ablation. (C) Original data yielding 

the averaged traces displayed in (B). As in Figure 5, red dashed line corresponds to 

H1152-treated embryos. 
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Figure S3. Experimental determination of simulation parameters, and insensitivity 

of zippering speed to parameter variations for different modeling assumptions 

(related to Figure 6). (A) Schematic view of model assumptions concerning junction 

merger and cell detachment from the zipper.  Left panel:  A junction merges with the 

zipper when its length falls below a threshold value (0.25 µm). Middle: junction 

exchange occurs. Right: junction exchange is complete; the cell detaches and a new 

junction is created behind the zipper. (B) Simpler T1 transitions are also allowed to occur 

when internal junctions shrink below 0.5µm in length. (C) Experimentally measured 

distribution of time lags between successive contractions of the primary junction, 

yielding an average of ~504 s ± 324 s (standard deviation). (D) In vivo measurements of 

delay between end of contraction and cell detachment, corresponding to the resolution of 

the junction exchange, yielding an average of ~588 s ± 201 s (standard deviation). (E) 

Determination of a value for effective viscosity. Average rate of primary junction 

contraction in silico for a range of values of the effective viscosity µeff.  Dashed red line 

indicates the experimentally measured average contraction speed of 0.032 µm/s. The best 

match is obtained for µ eff ~1.8. (F-I) Dependence of zipper speed on the values of 

parameters governing: (F) resistance to axial displacement of cells along the Ne/Epi 

boundary (representing attachment to the underlying neural tube and notochord), (G) 

resistance to changes in cell area, (H) radial forces on anterior Ne/Epi junctions, 

representing the resistance of the brain to compression, and (I) resistance to medial 

displacement of cells at the Ne/Epi boundary, representing resistance to medial bending 

of the underlying neural primordium. 
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Figure S4. Dependence of zippering on the force balance across primary junctions 

(related to Figure 6). The top row shows simulation snapshots and plots of zipper 

displacement vs time for different manipulations of the junctional force balance, taken 

from Figure 6D&E. The second row shows plots of primary contraction force, anterior 

tissue resistance and posterior tissue resistance vs time. The third row shows the relative 

magnitudes of primary contraction force, anterior tissue resistance and posterior tissue 

resistance taken at T = 3000s (B&C) or averaged from T = 0 to 3000s (A&D). (A) 

Control simulations using reference values for all parameters; (B) Reducing the primary 

junction tension to 0.1 causes the zipper to stall with equally low levels of anterior and 

posterior tissue resistance. (C) Disallowing cell detachment causes the zipper to stall with 

a buildup of both anterior and posterior tissue resistance to equally high levels as primary 

contractions and zipper advance recruit and realigned junctions ahead of and behind the 

zipper (see Figure 6D). (D) Reducing tension on all Ne/Epi junctions anterior to the 

zipper and all Epi/Epi junctions that radiate from the Ne/Epi boundary ahead of the 

zipper to 0.005 causes a strong reduction in zippering speed with equally low levels of 

anterior and posterior tissue resistance. Note that zippering does not stall completely, 

because viscous resistance to stretching of anterior junctions can support transient zipper 

advance during rapid primary contractions. 

 



Movie Legends 
 

Movie S1 (related to Figure 1): Overview of entire neural tube closure. Anterior is top.  

Embryo was stained with FM4-64. Each frame is the maximum intensity projection of 20 

focal planes spaced at 1 µm in Z and acquired at 60s intervals. The movie is displayed at 

30 frames per second (fps). 

 

Movie S2 (related to Figure 2): Comparison of zippering and neural tube closure in 

anterior and posterior half embryos. Sibling control embryo (left), anterior half embryo 

(middle) and posterior half embryo (right) were stained with FM4-64 and imaged under 

identical conditions simultaneously. Each frame is the maximum intensity projection of 

21 focal planes spaced at 0.75 µm in Z and acquired at 60s intervals. The movie is 

displayed at 30 fps. 

 

Movie S3 (related to Figure 3): Time lapse movie of junctional dynamics during 

zippering in an embryo expressing ZO1-GFP under the control of a promoter that drives 

expression in all epidermal cells and a subset of neurectoderm cells lying along the 

Ne/Epi boundary. Because of mosaic transgene expression, only half the embryo 

expresses ZO1-GFP. Each frame is the maximum intensity projection of 11 images 

collected at 0.75 µm intervals in Z near the apical surface; frames were collected at 10s 

intervals. The movie is displayed at 30 fps. 

 

Movie S4 (related to Figure 4): Myosin II dynamics during zippering in live embryos 

expressing iMyo-YFP. Because of mosaic transgene expression, only half the embryo 

expresses iMyo-YFP. Each frame is the maximum intensity projection of 15 images 

collected at 0.75 µm intervals in Z near the apical surface; frames were collected at 60s 

intervals. The movie is displayed at 25 fps. 

 

Movie S5 (related to Figure 4): Blebbistatin treatment inhibits neural invagination, 

Ne/Epi junction contraction and zippering. Control embryo (Left) and embryo (Right) 

exposed to 100µM blebbistatin from 300 s after starting imaging. Embryos were stained 



with FM-464 and imaged as described in Materials and Methods. Each frame is the 

maximum intensity projection of 21 focal planes spaced at 1 µm in Z and acquired at 

120s intervals. The movie is displayed at 15 fps. 

 

Movie S6 (related to Figure 4): Treatment with Rho kinase inhibitor H1152 inhibits 

Ne/Epi junction contraction and zippering. (Left) Control embryo. (Right) Embryo 

exposed to 1µM H1152 from 600s before we began imaging. Embryos were stained with

FM-464 and  imaged  as  described  in  Materials  and  Methods.  Each  frame  is  the  

maximum intensity projection of 21 focal planes spaced at 1 µm in Z and acquired at 60s

intervals. The movie is displayed at 15 fps. 

 

Movie S7 (related to Figure 4): Time-lapse movies of neurula-stage embryos expressing 

a dominant-negative form of RhoA. (Left) RhoA DN and GFP were expressed broadly in 

the right posterior epidermal cells but not in the single rows of Ne and Epi cells flanking 

the Ne/Epi boundary. (Right) RhoA DN and GFP were expressed only in the right 

posterior single rows of Ne and Epi cells flanking the Ne/Epi boundary. Embryos were 

stained with FM-464 and imaged as described in Materials and Methods. GFP, labeling 

cells expressing RhoA DN, is green. FM-464, labeling all cell membranes, is white. Each 

frame is the maximum intensity projection of 15 images collected at 0.75 µm intervals in

Z near the apical surface; frames were collected at 60s intervals. The movie is displayed 

at 25 fps. 

 

Movie S8 (related to Figure 5): Examples of junction response to laser ablation in 

embryos expressing ZO1-GFP. (Left) Response of a Ne/Epi junction just ahead of the 

zipper (position z+1 in the schematic view of Fig. 5A).  (Right)  Response of an Ne/Epi 

junction far ahead of the zipper (position z+4 in the schematic view of Fig. 5A). Each 

frame is the maximum intensity projection of 3 images collected with a Z-step of 1.5 µm 

near the apical surface; frames were collected at 1s intervals. The movie is displayed at 

30 fps. 

 

Movie S9 (related to Figure 6): Comparison of in vivo and in silico zippering. (Left) 



Control embryo stained with FM4-64 and imaged as described above. (Right) Simulated 

zippering, using experimentally measured/constrained reference values for relative 

junction tensions, intervals between primary contractions, delay between the end of 

primary contraction and cell detachment and effective viscosity.  See main text and 

Supplementary Methods for parameter values and details. Time compression is 60s/frame 

for both the real and simulated data and the movie is displayed at 30 fps. 

  

Movie S10 (related to Figure 6): Comparison of in silico zippering for the following 

conditions. (Left) “Control” embryos using experimentally measured/constrained 

reference values for relative junction tensions, intervals between primary contractions, 

delay between the end of primary contraction and cell detachment and effective viscosity.  

See main text and Supplementary Methods for parameter values and details. (Second 

from left): Reduced primary contraction. Tension on the primary junction was set to 0.1. 

(Third from left) No cell detachment behind zipper. (Fourth from left) Tension on all 

Ne/Epi junctions anterior to the zipper and all Epi/Epi junctions that radiate from the 

Ne/Epi boundary ahead of the zipper were reduced to 0.005. (Right) Simulation of a 

posterior half embryo. Time compression is 60s/frame for both the real and simulated 

data and the movie is displayed at 30 fps.  Analysis of force balance for these conditions 

(excluding the posterior half embryo) is shown in Figure S4. 

 

Movie S11 (related to Figure 8): Comparison of (left) sequential and (right) uniform 

modes of Ne/Epi boundary contraction. Initial conditions are the same for both 

simulations.  In the uniform contraction case, all Ne/Epi junctions contract continuously 

with the same strength as the primary junction in the sequential case.  In both cases, 

Ne/Epi junctions at the boundary between epidermis and anterior brain contract with a 

lower tension. All other parameters were set to reference values for both cases. Time 

compression is 60s/frame and the movie is displayed at 30 fps. 

 

Movie S12 (related to Figure 8): Comparison of zippering in idealized small (Left) and 

large (Right) embryos. Simulation on the left shows an idealized epidermis with identical 

rules,  parameter values and roughly the same number of cells as in the ascidian-specific 



simulations. Simulation  on  the  right  represents  a  photographic  enlargement  of the 

first by a factor of 5, but with the same cell size and simulation parameters.  We used an 

idealized geometry to facilitate direct comparison.  In both simulations, cell boundaries at 

the top and bottom are constrained such that they can move/deform  in the horizontal, 

but not in the vertical direction. For the embryo at the left, frames are taken at 20-second 

intervals, for the embryo on the right, frames were taken at 100 second intervals. 



 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures  
 
 

Embryo culture 

Fertilization, staging, dechorionation and electroporation were conducted as previously 

described (Corbo et al., 1997; Bertrand et al., 2003, Hotta et al., 2007). We cultured 

embryos in 5-cm plastic petri dishes coated with 1% agarose and filled with HEPES-

buffered artificial seawater (ASWH) (Pasini et al, 2006). 

 

Embryo microsurgery 

We performed cutting experiments just before the initiation of zippering at Stage 15 

(Hotta et al., 2007).  We cut embryos under a Nikon SMZ645 stereomicroscope using 

hand-held glass needles pulled from 100µl glass capillaries. We then cultured anterior 

and posterior embryo halves in ASWH and then imaged or processed them for fixation 

under the same conditions as uncut controls. 

 

Treatment with H1152 and Blebbistatin 

We treated embryos with 1 µM H1152 (Enzo Life Sciences) and 100 µM Blebbistatin 

(Sigma, B0560-1MG) dissolved in ASWH. We exposed embryos continuously starting 

just before the onset of zippering Stage 15 (Hotta et al., 2007) and then we imaged or 

cultured them prior to fixation and staining under the same conditions as control embryos. 

 

Immunostaining and quantitative analysis of F-actin and phosphomyosin 

distributions 

We fixed and stained embryos with alexa 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen) and a mouse 

polyclonal antibody raised against ser19-phosphorylated myosin regulatory light chain 

(1P myosin, Cell Signaling) as previously described (Sherrard et al, 2010) with one 

exception: for immunostaining of 1P myosin, we blocked embryos with 1% BSA in PBT 

for 24 hour at 4 ℃ before incubating them in the primary antiserum. We collected Z-

stacks of confocal images on a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope with 40×/1.3 oil-

immersion objective at 0.5 to 1 μm intervals. We rendered 3D projections in ImageJ 3D 



 

Viewer (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/plugins/3d-viewer/). We measured relative levels of 

junctional F-actin and 1P myosin by measuring fluorescence intensities from maximum 

intensity projections of the apical surface. Specifically, we measured the intensities along 

cell junctions in ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) as mean gray levels averaged over 10 

pixels thick lines drawn along the junction of interest.  

 

Fusion constructs 

We amplified 3xGFP from an Ensconsin-3xGFP entry clone (Roure et al, 2007), digested 

with BglII and EcoRV, and inserted into the 3’ entry site of a standard Gateway RfA 

cassette in pFOG::RfA (Roure et al, 2007). We then recombined a Gateway entry clone 

containing the full sequence coding Ciona ZO1 (Ci-ZO1)  (Sherrard et al, 2010) using the 

Gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen) into the pFOG::RfA-3xGFP destination vector 

yielding pFOG::ZO1-3xGFP (hereafter ZO1-GFP). 

We amplified by PCR the coding sequence of the myosin intrabody from a plasmid 

kindly provided by Frank Perez (SF9-YFP), and cloned it into pCR8-gw-TOPO using 

TOPO TA cloning (Invitrogen). We subsequently recombined the intrabody entry clone 

into pFOG::RfA using the Gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen), yielding pFOG::iMyo-YFP 

(hereon iMyo-YFP). 

We recombined entry clones containing a dominant negative form of Ciona intestinalis 

RhoA (Philips et al, 2003; hereafter RhoA DN) and GFP into the pFT::RfA (pFT: 

promoter Fucosyl-Transferase, Pasini et al, 2012) using the Gateway LR reaction 

(Invitrogen), yielding pFT::RhoA DN and pFT::GFP respectively. 

 

4D time-lapse imaging 

For live time-lapse imaging, we settled embryos onto gelatin-formaldehyde coated 

(Robin et al, 2011) glass bottom plates (TED PELLA) filled with seawater and 

maintained at 15 – 18˚C. We labeled apical junctions by electroporating newly fertilized 

zygotes with ~70µg ZO1-GFP, and we labeled cell membranes using the fluorescent 

lipophilic dye FM4-64 (5µg/ml, Molecular Probes, #T13320). Laser illumination at 

488nm for GFP (resp. 561nm for FM4-64) from a 50mW solid state Sapphire laser 

(Coherent) was delivered by fiber optics to a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning disk scan head 



 

installed on a Nikon ECLIPSE-Ti inverted microscope, yielding an effective power of 9.1 

mW (resp. 14.1 mW). We routinely used 20% of the laser power for imaging on both 

channels. We collected whole embryo views (resp. magnified views of the zipper region) 

using 20×/0.75NA (resp. 60×/1.2NA) water-immersion objectives, magnified by ~ 2.25x 

(resp. 1.5x) onto a Rolera em-c2 EM-CCD. We acquired confocal stacks using an x-y 

motorized stage (for multiple-location imaging) and a fast piezoelectric Z-axis stepper 

motor with focus steps taken at 0.5 to 1 µm intervals. We performed all image analysis 

and processing in ImageJ using publicly available plugins (LOCI, StackReg).  

 

Measurements of iMyo-YFP intensity vs junction length. 

We measured relative iMyo YFP intensities along individual junctions in ImageJ as mean 

gray levels averaged over 10 pixels thick line drawn along the junction of interest. In one 

case, we measured the average intensity along the entire junction including the endpoints 

where iMyo-YFP is most highly concentrated. In a second set of measurements, we 

excluded the endpoints. We show the measurement excluding endpoints in Figure 4C, but 

the results were very similar for both measurements (see Figure S1G).   

 

We aligned data from multiple junctions (Figure 4D) with respect to the onset of 

contraction, which we measured as follows: Working back from the end of the 

contraction we identified the first 10-frame window in which the average shortening rate 

fell below 0.5µm/min. We measured a pre-contraction plateau length as the average 

length in the 10 frames immediately preceding this window; then we took the onset of 

contraction to be the first frame at which the junction length fell below this plateau 

length. For the analysis shown in Figure 4C&D, we focused on the subset of junctions for 

which a clear pre-contraction plateau could be discerned. 



 

Supplementary modeling procedures 
 

Overview.  The modeling approach that we used was previously described by Sherrard et 

al (2010). For clarity, we include elements of that description here. We assume that the 

essential mechanics which govern zippering operate at/near the apical surface of the 

neuroectoderm, consistent with our observation that actomyosin is enriched specifically 

at the subapical margin and by the fact that we infer relative tensions from laser ablations 

performed on cell-cell junctions at or near the apical surface.  Accordingly, we represent 

the dorsal surface of a neurula stage ascidian embryo as a sheet of 2D cells (see Figure 

6A). We represent each epidermal cell explicitly, while the mechanical contributions of 

axial neural tube and the presumptive brain appear implicitly as forces imposed on 

individual epidermal cells (see below).	   

We model each cell in two dimensions as a collection of discrete elements, joined 

together to form a continuous boundary with surface area A.  Adjacent cells share 

elements along common boundaries, which we call junctions. Along each junction, 

elements are connected directly to one another at nodes, which serve as material points of 

reference. At points where 3 junctions meet, elements are connected to a single common 

vertex by simple linear springs (Figure A1). 

 

Figure A1.  Model representation 

of a single cell boundary as a 

collection of interconnected 

elements. 

 



 

Mechanical properties of cortical elements. We endow each junction element with a 

active tension T, whose magnitude reflects the strength of actomyosin contractility, and 

an effective viscosity µeff , which represents the tendency of the cell cortex to creep or 

flow in response to externally applied forces, or gradients in active tension, on the 

timescale (minutes) over which cell shape changes occur (Bray and White, 1988, Bausch 

et al, 1999, Mayer et al, 2010).  We assume that the value of T is the same for all 

elements within a given junction, but can change over time for each junction by rules 

given below. For simplicity, we assume that µeff is the same for all junction elements, 

regardless of boundary type.  

 

With these assumptions, the force that a junction element i exerts upon its neighbors at 

nodes i and i+1 is +/-  respectively, where 

 

(1)    
 

 

where Li is the instantaneous length of element i, and  is a unit vector lying tangent to 

boundary element i and pointing towards node i+1 (Figure A1). 

 

The second term in brackets is a “viscous tension” that arises from an effectively viscous 

resistance to changes in the segment length Li, which is equal to the effective viscosity µeff 

times the strain rate .  The contribution of this term can be best appreciated by 



 

considering an isolated segment subjected to an active (e.g. actomyosin-based) force T.  

The segment will tend to shorten ( ) leading to . Thus the term in 

brackets in (1) is less than T.  In other words, when an active tension given by T causes a 

segment to shorten, it works against an effective resistance, given by , and 

this reduces the net force produced by that segment - - to less than T. 

 

We write the segment length as  where  are 

the coordinates of the ith node, and then apply the chain rule and rearrange terms to 

obtain: 

 

(2)    

 
Substituting into Equation 1, we obtain: 
 

(3)    

 

Vertex Spring Forces.  We connect the terminal cortical nodes of each junction to a 

common vertex through simple linear springs: 

 

(4)    , 

 



 

where ks is the spring stiffness, is the vertex position, and  is the position of a 

terminal cortical node.   

 

Resistance to surface area change.  During zippering in vivo, epidermal cells undergo 

variation in apical surface area due to changes in junctional tension, external forces from 

surrounding cells/tissues, and possibly changes in cellular volume. These changes are 

relatively minor (< 20% on average for cells along the Ne/Epi boundary).  For simplicity, 

therefore, we assume that the apical surface area A of each epidermal cell remains 

roughly constant, and we enforce this by imposing a pseudo-pressure force normal to 

each junction element: 

 

(5)    , 

 

where A is current cell area, A0 is the initial area, Li is segment length,  is the unit 

outward normal to that segment, and β is a constant.  This is analogous to the area 

elasticity term used in simple vertex models (e.g. Farhadifar et al, 2007).  

 

For most of the simulations reported here, we set β to the minimal value required to 

maintain cell surface areas within 95% of the target. However, reducing β over 4 orders 

of magnitude (leaving all other parameters constant) has almost no effect on the predicted 

zippering speed, although it does affect the details of how individual cells change shape 

and apical surface area during zippering. Thus the main conclusions of our study are 



 

unlikely to depend on the exact nature or magnitude of this constraint. 

 

Modeling mechanical contributions of the axial nerve cord and presumptive brain.  

During zippering, the epidermis is constrained by its attachment to the underlying neural 

tube, which itself is strongly attached to the notochord (Munro and Odell, 2002). In initial 

simulations, we found that the model embryo shortens slightly during zippering, which is 

presumably resisted in real embryos by attachment to the underlying tissues. To explore 

how this might bias our simulation results, we modeled a simple form of elastic 

resistance in which each cell lying along the Ne/Epi boundary experiences a net axial 

force proportional to its axial length Laxial and to the distance between the current axial 

position of the cell centroid Cx(t) and its initial position Cx(0): 

 

(6)    

 

This force is distributed to the individual segments that comprise the cell boundary in 

proportion to their lengths.  Thus: 

 

(7)   

 

This is clearly a very crude representation of the real tissue mechanics. Our goal was not 

to capture a realistic model of the 3D mechanics, but rather to assess the extent to which 

the zippering mechanism we describe here is sensitive to the global mechanical context. 



 

In fact, we find that simulated zippering speed is highly insensitive to the exact nature 

and magnitude of the axial resistance (Figure S3F and data not shown).   

 

We modeled a resistance to bending motions of the neural tube perpendicular to the AP 

axis as a force on epidermal cells along the Ne/Epi boundary proportional to Laxial and the 

medial strain, which we define to be the difference between the current and initial 

positions of the cell centroid perpendicular to the AP axis divided by the initial position: 

 

(8)    

  

with a force on individual boundary elements given by: 

 

(9)    

 

 

Finally, we modeled the presumptive brain as a single large cell with constant area 

constraint, enforced as described above, such that the force on each of the junction 

elements bordering the brain is given by: 

 

(10)    
 

 



 

where Abrain is current area of the “brain cell”, A0
brain is its initial area, Li is the element 

length,  is the unit outward normal to that element, and βbrain is a constant. 

 
Putting (6)-(10) together, the net force on a boundary element i due to external 

constraints is: 

 

(11)  

 

where it is understood that the individual terms represent the summed contributions from 

any relevant cells to which that element is attached.  

 

Equations of motion. Collecting (3), (4), (5) and (11) together, applying Newton’s 

second law, and neglecting inertial forces, which are small at cellular length scales, we 

have for the ith junction node: 

 

 

(12)   , 

 

 

Enumerating equation (12) over all nodes i yields an implicitly coupled system of 

ordinary differential equations that we solve numerically using standard methods (see 

Sherrard et al, 2010) to predict the system dynamics.  

 



 

The last term in (12) could be interpreted as a “frictional” resistance to motion of the cell 

boundary relative to a fixed coordinate system.  However, it is not intended to represent a 

specific physical effect. Without this term, the equations of motion are not well-posed 

because they are indifferent to rigid body translations of the boundary.  That is, the same 

equations would yield an infinity of different solutions in which the simulated tissue 

deforms in exactly the same way, but translates through space in different directions and 

at different speeds. Choosing a non-zero value for the “friction” parameter ensures 

that we get a unique solution.  

In practice, we set the value of µg small enough that it contributes negligibly to the 

simulated dynamics to ensure that we are not introducing an unanticipated physical 

effect. 

 

This friction term could be interpreted as arising from resistance to the motion of cells 

relative to the surrounding sea water. However, that resistance is almost certainly 

negligible relative to the internal resistances represented by effective viscosity in our 

simulations. A simple justification for this assertion is that one can push an ascidian 

embryo rapidly through sea water with a thin glass needle without indenting its surface or 

causing any visible shape change. 

 

In principle, the friction term could also represent a resistance to sliding of epidermal 

cells relative to neighboring tissues (e.g. the underlying neural tube. While it might be 

interesting to explore such effects in future work, we could see no experimental basis for 

considering them in the present study. 



 

 

Assigning model parameter values 

 
Rules for assigning junction tensions.  

We assigned values for junction tensions based on our laser ablation results (Figure 5C), 

distinguishing the following values: Primary Ne/Epi (one from zipper), secondary Ne/Epi 

(two from zipper), all other Ne/Epi, new-formed Epi/Epi, and all others (Figure 6A). 

These values are determined by our laser ablation results up to a scale factor, which 

represents an arbitrary choice of units of force.  Thus only the relative values of force are 

significant.  

 

Based on our experimental observations, we imposed a strict posterior to anterior 

sequence of all-or-none primary contractions along the Ne/Epi boundary. We set the 

interval between the initiation of primary contractions tcontract to the average value 

measured in embryos (504 sec; see Figure S3D) and the first junctions initiated strong 

primary contraction at simulation time t = 0. Once a junction initiates primary 

contraction, it continues to do so until it joins the zipper (see below).  Given this fixed 

schedule of primary contractions, we assigned tensions to junctions along the Ne/Epi 

boundary as follows: 

 

(i) A junction undergoing primary contraction has tension T1, regardless of its 

position relative to the zipper. 

(ii) Junctions adjacent to the zipper that are not undergoing primary contraction 

contract with tension T2 



 

(iii) Junctions one away from the zipper that are not undergoing primary 

contraction contract with tension T2 if the neighboring junction that is adjacent 

to the zipper is undergoing primary contraction, else they contract with 

tension T3 

(iv) All other junctions along the Ne/Epi boundary contract with tension T3 

(v) Junctions that form when cells release from the zipper contract with tension 

Tbehind. 

(vi) All other junctions contract with tension Tepi 

 

The relative values for T1, T2, T3, Tbehind and Tepi were taken directly from the laser 

ablation measurements reported in Figure 5. 

 

Rules for junction exchange and release.   

We allowed two types of junction exchange. When the length of an Ne/Epi junction 

adjacent to the zipper falls below a minimum value Lmin, it is immediately merged with 

the zipper vertex (Figure S3A).  The cell containing that junction then remains attached 

to the zipper for a fixed time interval trelease, chosen to match the average time delay from 

when a junction joins the zipper to when the cell that contained that junction detaches 

from the zipper (see Figure S3C). When a cell detaches from the zipper, a new junction is 

formed with length Lmin between its immediate neighbors and assigned the tension value 

of Tbehind (Figure S3A). Finally, when junctions between epidermal cells become 

candidates for exchange, we allow a standard T1 exchange to occur in which the junction 

disappear and the cells containing that common junction become separated by a new 



 

junction formed with length Lmin between the common neighbors of those cells (Figure 

S3B). We chose a nominal value for Lmin = 0.5 µm, but varying this value had little or no 

effect on the outcome of the simulations (not shown). 

 

Choosing a value for the effective viscosity. 

We assumed that the effective viscosity was the same for all cell-cell junctions and we 

fixed its value as follows.  Given values for junction tensions, the frequency of primary 

contractions, and the probability of zipper release, we ran simulations and measured the 

average speed of primary junction shortening for different values of µeff, measuring 

contraction rate as the change in junction length from the initiation to completion of a 

primary contraction divided by the time to complete the contraction: 

 

 

Then we chose a value for µeff that yielded a close match between the measured and 

simulated rates (Figure S3E).  

	  
Choosing reference values for other parameters.   

For parameters governing the constant area constraints (β,βbrain) and the linkage of 

junction elements to tri-cell vertices (ks) we used values that kept variation in cell surface 

area and gaps between junction elements at tri-cell vertices reasonably small (see 

Supplementary Experimental Procedures, Summary table below).  Varying these values 

had no significant effect on the simulated dynamics, but increased the tendency towards 

numerical instability. Finally, by comparing simulation outcomes for decreasing values of 



 

µg (relative to fixed µeff), we determined a value for µg that was large enough to allow 

efficient numerical solution of the equations of motion, but small enough that it did not 

significantly affect the simulated dynamics.  

 

For the axial resistance coefficient kaxial, we chose a value sufficiently large to reduce 

axial shortening during a 4000 second simulation to less than 2.5% given reference 

values for junction tensions.  We set the perpendicular resistance kperp to 0, except during 

the sensitivity analysis shown in Figure S3I.  We set the radial compression resistance 

βbrain to a value sufficiently large to reduce brain compression to less than 2.5% given 

reference values for junction tensions (Figure S3H). 

 

Summary table of key parameter values. 

Parameter Symbol Reference Value Criteria for setting value 

Primary Ne/Epi 

tension 

T1 0.19 From laser ablation (Figure 5) 

Normalized to primary tension 

value 

Secondary Ne/Epi 

tension 

T2 0.12 From laser ablation (Figure 5) 

Normalized to primary tension 

value 

Tertiary Ne/Epi 

tension 

T3 0.07 From laser ablation (Figure 5) 

Normalized to primary tension 

value 



 

Tension on newly 

formed Epi/Epi 

junctions behind 

zipper 

Tbehind 0.1 From laser ablation (Figure 5) 

Normalized to primary tension 

value 

Epi/Epi tensions Tepi/epi 0.05 From laser ablation (Figure 5) 

Normalized to primary tension 

value 

 Axial resistance 

coefficient 

kaxial 0.0002/µm2 Set to minimum value sufficient to 

reduce axial shortening to < 2.5% 

Perpendicular 

resistance 

coefficient 

kperp 0 /µm2 Undetermined 

Radial compression 

resistance coefficient 

(brain) 

βbrain 0.003 /µm3 Large enough to prevent 

compression of the brain by more 

than 2.5% 

 Time between 

primary contractions 

tcontract  504 s Measured in vivo 

Figure S3D 

Time delay from 

junction merge to cell 

detachment 

trelease 588 s Measured in vivo 

Figure S3D 

 Effective viscosity µeff 1.8 s Determined by primary contraction 

speeds in silico and in vivo 

 Boundary friction µg 0.003 s/µm2 Determined asymptotically 



 

Pressure force 

multiplier 

β 0.3 Large enough to maintain  

(A-A0)/A0 < 0.05 

Vertex spring  

constant 

ks 0.8 

 

Sufficient to maintain gaps between 

vertex and boundaries < 0.2µm 

 

Threshold length for 

merging junctions 

with zipper or 

initiating T1 exchange 

Lmin 0.25 µm Nominal 

Integration timestep tstep 0.07 Set to maximum value that avoids 

numerical instability. 
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